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ABSTRACT
COMPARISON OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR DETECTING DIFFERENTIALLY
EXPRESSED GENES FROM SINGLE-SAMPLE RNA-SEQ DATA
RONG ZHOU
2021
RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) has rapidly become the tool in many genome-wide
transcriptomic studies. It provides a way to understand the RNA environment of cells in
different physiological or pathological states to determine how cells respond to these
changes. RNA-seq provides quantitative information about the abundance of different
RNA species present in a given sample.
If the difference or change observed in the read counts or expression level
between two experimental conditions is statistically significant, the gene is declared as
differentially expressed. A large number of methods for detecting differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) with RNA-seq have been developed, such as the methods based
on negative binomial models (edgeR, DESeq and baySeq), non-parametric approaches
(NOIseq and SAMseq), transformations of gene-level read counts for linear modeling
with Limma, as well as transcript-based detection methods that also enable gene-level
differential expression reports (Cuffdiff 2, EBSeq and TSPM.)
Recently, there have been several studies on the comparison of software packages
for detecting differential expression. Some of them can be used to detect DEGs by
comparing a single sample with a control. It is necessary to compare these methods in
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order to find a more efficient and accurate method. S. R. Zaim, C. Kenost, J. Berghout,
et. al. proposed an “all-against-one” framework and compared it with eight single-subject
methods (NOISeq, DEGseq, edgeR, mixture model, DESeq, DESeq2, iDEG, and
ensemble) for identifying DEGs from the single-subject RNA-seq data. They claimed
that different methods had different performance under different conditions, and it
remained difficult to have a single method obtained both high precision and recall.
Differential expression analysis requires a comparison of gene expression values
between samples. However, sometimes it is hard to obtain replicates, such as only one
single sample from a cancer patient can be obtained. Hence it is necessary to study
methods for detecting DEGs without replicates. We focused on comparing the log fold
change, edgeR, NOISeq, iDEG and ACDtool methods.
The log fold change method can directly obtain the differential change value
when detecting DEGs, so it has advantages in the research related to the absolute value of
a differential expression. However, it is more difficult to select the required threshold.
The edgeR method uses empirical Bayesian estimation and precise tests based on the
negative binomial distribution to determine differential genes. It adjusts the degree of
over-dispersion across genes between genes and uses a precise test similar to Fisher's
exact test but adapts to over-dispersed data to assess the differential expression of each
gene. The NOISeq method contains various diagnostic maps to identify sources of bias in
RNA-seq data and apply appropriate standardization procedures in each case. It is more
effective in avoiding false positive detection at the cost of certain sensitivity. The iDEG
method uses the algorithm based on modeling read counts via a re-parameterized
negative binomial distribution. It applies the Variance Stabilizing Transformation for
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each gene in order to detect the identified DEG set. It is a method for assessing singlesubject gene differential expression. The ACDtool is a fully revamped version of the
Audic-Claverie (AC) test adapted to the diverse and much larger datasets produced by
contemporary omics techniques. Under the null hypothesis that the tag counts are
generated from Poisson distributions with equal means (or proportional to the respective
sample sizes), this approach returns the probability that the compared samples contain the
same proportion of the event.
We used the data set in the SEQC project, and the gene expression levels of the
samples by using the RT-PCR technologies to compare several methods for detecting
single-sample differentially expressed genes by the performance on the receiver operating
characteristic curves:
1) With the differentially expressed genes obtained by Limma applying to genes
with RT-PCR data;
2) With the differentially expressed genes obtained by DESeq2 method on all
genes;
3) Applying an experimental method to compare the false positive rates.
We conclude that the iDEG method gives the least false positive rate with
sacrificing the sensitivity. Although the edgeR and simple fold change methods give
higher false positive rate comparing with the iDEG method, they obtain the best trade-off
and hence are the most reliable and efficient methods among all of the methods we
studied for the single-sample RNA-seq data.

1

1

Introduction
RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) is a powerful and comprehensive method for

analyzing transcriptomes, which can quantitatively detect a variety of RNAs in biological
samples at specific time points. RNA-Seq has a wide range of applications, from basic
research on cell structure and function to the detection of various disease states in clinical
samples, such as comparing gene expression differences before and after treatment
intervention to determine whether the disease exists. RNA-Seq can also be used to detect
alternative splicing patterns, post-transcriptional modifications, and exon-intron
boundaries. The data obtained can provide valuable information for basic cell
mechanisms, genome structure, disease-inducing effects, etc. For the differential
expression analysis of genes, a group of genes that are expressed differently in distinct
groups of samples (e.g., health and disease) can be found by statistical methods, which
provides good candidate genes for experimental verification by biologists.
There are many screening methods for differentially expressed genes (DEGs).
The simplest is the fold change (FC) method, which uses multiples to analyze the
differences in genes expression levels. That is, calculate the ratio of gene expression
levels under two conditions, determine the threshold of the ratio, and judge the genes
whose absolute values are greater than this threshold. FC is suitable for samples without
biological replicates. In addition, there are some other methods such as T-test and SAM
(Significance Analysis of Microarrays). The T-test is a commonly used statistical
method in the detection of differential gene expression. It evaluates differential
expression by combining variable data between samples to determine whether a gene is
differentially expressed in two samples. Due to the high cost of the experiment and the
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small sample size, the estimation of the overall variance is not very accurate, and the test
efficiency of the T-test is reduced. The SAM algorithm corrects the false positive rate in
multiple hypothesis testing by controlling the FDR (false discovery rate). It is suitable for
samples with biological repetitions, and the probability of false positives is reduced by
adding a constant T-test process to the denominator.
Also, several software packages were developed for detecting and analyzing
DEGs, such as the methods based on negative binomial models (edgeR [4], DESeq [5]
and baySeq [6]), non-parametric approaches (NOIseq [7] and SAMseq [8]),
transformations of gene-level read counts for linear modeling with Limma [9], as well as
transcript-based detection methods that also enable gene-level differential expression
reports (Cuffdiff 2 [10], EBSeq [11] and TSPM [12].) Recently, there have been several
studies on the comparison of software packages for detecting differential expression [1317].
T. Wang, B. Li, C. Nelson and S. Nabavi [13] studied the performance of eleven
differential gene expression analysis software tools: SCDE, MAST, scDD, EMDomics,
D3E, Monocle2, SINCERA, edgeR, DESeq2, DEsingle and SigEMD. Applying the
methods of identifying the DEGs to both the simulated data and the real data in the Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) database with Accession No GSE29087 and GSE54695,
they studied the accuracy, agreement among the methods, the effect of sample size,
enrichment analysis and runtimes of the eleven methods. These methods behave
differently in terms of calling true significant DEGs. Tools that exhibit higher sensitivity
also exhibit lower accuracy. Among all the tools, DEsingle and SigEMD designed for
scRNAseq tend to show a better trade-off between TPR and accuracy.
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J. A. Robles, S. E. Qureshi, S. J. Stephen, et. al. [15] simulated sets of n “control”
and n “treatment” lanes of counts. They studied the effects of replication and sequencing
depth for detection of DEGs using edgeR, DESeq and NBPSeq methods applied to the
simulated sets. They found that the DESeq algorithm performed more conservatively than
edgeR and NBPSeq. The study also indicated that more biological replicates are needed
to improve the quality and reliability of the DEG detection methods.
D. Spies, P. F. Renz, T. A. Beyer and C. Ciaudo [16] studied the differential gene
expression tools for RNA-seq time course data: DyNB, DESeq2, EBSeqH MM, edgeR,
FunPat, ImpulseDE2, Lmms, maSigPro, Nsgp, splineTC and timeSeq. They simulated a
realistic data set with biological characteristics with 18,503 expressed genes, and a
biological data set GSE69822 downloaded from the GEO database. They concluded that
all of the tools they studied have improved their performances while increasing the
number of replicates and combining several methods is the most reliable and trade-off
treatment.
In [17], F. Seyednasrollah, A. Laiho and L. L. Elo compared the differential
expression detecting software packages: edgeR, DESeq, baySeq, NOISeq, SAMseq,
Limma, Cuffdiff 2 and EBSeq. They used the mouse RNA-seq data in [25] which
consists of the striatum samples of 21 mice, 10 of the C57BL/6J strain and 11 of the
DBA/2J strain, and the human RNA-seq data in [26] which consists of 28 males and 28
females. By comparing the effect of normalization, consistency of detections, similarity
between methods, false discoveries and runtimes among the eight methods, they
concluded that Limma performed well under many circumstances and ran fast. DESeq
was often relatively conservative, while the performances of edgeR, EBSeq and baySeq
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were variable depending on the data. The performance of SAMseq was well when there
was relatively large number of replicates.
Differential expression analysis requires a comparison of gene expression values
between samples. Biological experiments require at least 3 biological replicates [31]. For
data with biological replicates, and general transcriptome data will require biological
replicates (theoretically we do transcriptome sequencing, and the required sample size is
at least 3 libraries per group), this is very appropriate to deal with. However, sometimes
it is hard to obtain multiple samples, such as only one single sample from a cancer patient
can be obtained. Hence it is necessary to study detecting differentially expressed genes
for single-sample cases.
S. R. Zaim, C. Kenost, J. Berghout, et. al. [14] proposed an “all-against-one”
framework and compared with eight single-subject methods (NOISeq [7], DEGseq [18],
edgeR [4], mixture model [19], DESeq [5], DESeq2 [20], iDEG [21], and ensemble [22])
for identifying DEGs. The methods were applied to the yeast dataset in [23] comprised
of 48 wild-type yeast replicates compared to 48 mutant replicates, and MCF7 dataset in
[24] (GSE51403) consists of 7 biological replicates of human MCF7 cells (~ 22,000
measured genes). It was shown that different methods had different performances under
different conditions. It remained difficult to have a single-subject DEG method obtained
both high precision and recall.
We are going to focus on comparing the following methods or software packages
applied to detecting DEGs with the single sample in each group: LFC (log fold change)
[1], edgeR [4], NOISeq [7], and iDEG [21] (Table 1).
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Table 1 Software tools for detecting DEGs using RNAseq data

Tool

Application

Normalization

Model

EdgeR [4]

Multiple samples
/single samples

TMM/Upper quartile

Negative Binomial
Model, Exact test

iDEG [21]

Multiple samples
/single samples

RPKM/ TMM/Upper
quartile

Negative Binomial
Model, Exact test

NOISeq [7]

Multiple samples
/single samples

RPKM/ TMM/Upper
quartile

Nonparametric
method

DESeq2 [20]

Multiple samples

DESeq size Factors

Negative Binomial
Model, Compare fold
changes and absolute
differences within a
condition to
determine the null
distribution and then
compare the
observed differences
with this null
distribution

Limma [29]

Multiple samples

TMM

Voom transformation
of counts, Empirical
Bayes method

ACDtool [30]

Multiple samples
/single samples

Poisson-based initial
Bayesian model

Note: In a statistical inference problem, if the specific form of the overall distribution is known,
then we only need to estimate several unknown parameters contained in it or perform some form
of a hypothesis test. This type of inference method is called the parametric method. But in many
practical problems, we know little about the form of the overall distribution (for example, we can
only make weak assumptions such as continuous distribution and symmetry about the mean), or
even know nothing. At this time, it is necessary to use statistical inference methods that do not
necessarily (or rarely) depend on the overall distribution form. Such inference methods are
usually called non-parametric methods.
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2

Data Set
The process of RNA-sequencing includes isolating and purifying the RNA and

converting it to complementary DNA (cDNA) by reverse transcription after extracting
the RNA from the biological material of choice (e.g., cells, tissues) [31]. Then sequence
cDNAs using a sequencing platform. The commonly used RNA-seq platforms include
Illumina [32] GA/HiSeq , SOLiD [33] and Roche 454 [34].
The results of sequencing are called short reads. Usually, the length of a read is
between 25-300bp. If only one end of the sequencing is measured, it may be difficult to
compare, so these operating platforms provide a way to measure both ends. People call
this kind of sequencing results "paired-end" reads. Then mapping or aligning a collection
of sequencing reads to a reference is to discover the true location (origin) of each read
with respect to that reference. The commonly used alignment tools are TopHat [35-36],
STAR [37] and HISAT2 [38].
We used the data set in the SEQC project [40] to implement our study. We
studied four samples in this package. Sample A was derived from Agilent’s Universal
Human Reference RNA (UHRR) and sample B was obtained from Life Technologies’
Human Brain Reference RNA(HBRR), while a small amount of Ambion ERCC RNA
Spike-in Mix was added into both samples. Sample C was created by mixing 75% of the
volume from sample A and 25% from sample B. Sample D was created by mixing 25%
of the volume from sample A and 75% from sample B. The RNA-seq read counts were
obtained by examining the five replicates of each sample using the Illumina HiSeq 2000
devices (ILM) platform at the sequencing site BGI [39] which uses 8 lanes and 2
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flowcells to sequence each replicate, where BGI is a genome sequencing company. So
each sample has 80 columns of read counts and 25,794 genes.
Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is a molecular biology laboratory
technology based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR). It is used for sensitive, specific
detection and quantification of nucleic acid targets. It is much more accurate but
expensive. By using the RT-PCR RT-PCR technologies, the SEQC project also provides
the gene expression levels in Samples A, B, C and D with 1,044 selected genes from the
original 25,794 genes of replicates 1, 2, 3 and 4.

3 Statistical Knowledge
3.1 ROC curve and AUC
The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) [42-43] is also known as
the sensitivity curve. Each point on the curve reflects the same susceptibility and they are
all responses to the same signal stimulus. The ROC curve is a curve drawn based on a
series of different binary classification methods (cutoff value or decision threshold), with
the true positive rate (sensitivity) as the y-axis and the false positive rate (1-specificity) as
the x-axis. The ROC curve has a very good feature: when the distribution of positive and
negative samples in the test set changes, the ROC curve can remain unchanged.
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Table 2 An example of the ROC curve

1

0

Total

1

True Positive (TP)

False Negative (FN)

Actual Positive (TP+FN)

0

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

Actual Negative (FP+TN)

Total

Predicted Positive

Predicted Negative

TP+FP+FN+TN

(TP+FP)

(FN+TN)

The computation formulas are:
True positive rate (TPR) or sensitivity: TPR=TP / (TP+ FN)
False positive rate (FPR): FPR= FP / (FP + TN)
True Negative Rate (TNR) or specificity: TNR=TN/ (FP+ TN) = 1- FPR.
In a two-category model, for the continuous results obtained, it is assumed that a
threshold has been determined, for example, 0.6. Instances greater than this value are
classified as positive, and instances less than this value are classified as negative. If the
threshold is reduced to 0.5, of course, more positive cases can be identified, that is, the
ratio of the identified positive cases to all positive cases is increased. But at the same
time, more negative cases can be considered as positive, that is, increasing the FPR. In
order to visualize this change, the ROC curve is introduced here:
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Figure 1

Illustration of the ROC curve

In Figure 1, the red line corresponds to a ROC curve with an AUC of 0.933 and
the blue line with 0.8234. The top left corner of the ROC box is the point where
sensitivity = 100% and specificity = 100% (1-specificity = 0%). This represents a perfect
test. The closer the ROC curve get to the top left corner, the better the test is overall.
This method is simple and intuitive since the accuracy of the analysis method can
be observed through the diagram and can be judged easily. The ROC curve combines the
true positive rate and the false positive rate with a graphical method, which can
accurately reflect the relationship between the true positive rate and the false positive
rate. The ROC curve does not have a fixed threshold which allows the existence of
intermediate states and helps the users to choose a more appropriate threshold as a
diagnostic reference value. The ideal situation is that the TPR should approach 1 and the
FPR should approach 0. Hence, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) should approach 1.
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3.2 Discrete and Continuous Random Variables
Discrete variables refer to the variables whose values can only be calculated in
natural numbers or integer units. For example, the number of companies, the number of
employees, the number of equipment, etc., can only be counted by the number of
measurement units. The value of this variable is generally obtained by counting. The read
counts of the dataset we are going to study are discrete variables.
Conversely, a variable that can be arbitrarily valued within a certain interval is
called a continuous variable. For example, body measurements such as height, weight,
chest circumference, etc. are continuous variables, and their values can be obtained by
measurement.

3.3 Binomial and Negative Binomial Distribution
The binomial distribution and the negative binomial distribution are probability
distributions that are used with discrete random variables.
Binomial distribution describes the number of successes k achieved in n trials,
where probability of success is p. The formula for the binomial probability mass function
𝑛
is:𝑓(𝑥; 𝑝, 𝑛) = ( ) 𝑝 𝑥 (1 − 𝑝)𝑛−𝑥 and the binomial cumulative probability function
𝑥
𝑛
𝑥
is:𝐹(𝑥; 𝑝, 𝑛) = ∑𝑖=0
( ) 𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝)𝑛−𝑖 , for x=0, 1, 2, …, n.
𝑖
Negative binomial distribution describes the number of successes k until
observing r failures (so any number of trials greater than r is possible), where the
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probability of success is p: X ~ NB(r, p). This type of distribution concerns the number of
trials that must occur in order to have a predetermined number of successes.
In real life, we can use the negative binomial distribution to describe the
distribution of the number of days a certain machine can work before it breaks down; the
distribution of the number of times a certain athlete fails before getting r medals, and so
on.
The probability mass function of the negative binomial distribution is:
𝑓(𝑘; 𝑟, 𝑝) = (

𝑘 + 𝑟 − 1 𝑘 (1
)𝑝
− 𝑝)𝑟 and the binomial cumulative probability function
𝑘
𝑘 + 𝑟 𝑖 (1
)𝑝
− 𝑝)𝑘+𝑟−𝑖 . The mean and variance of negative
𝑖

𝑥
is: 𝐹(𝑘; 𝑟, 𝑝) = ∑𝑖=0
(

𝑝𝑟

𝜇

binomial distribution are: 𝜇 = 1−𝑝 and 𝜎 2 = 𝑝𝑟/(1 − 𝑝)2 respectively. Since 𝑝 = 𝜇+𝑟
𝑟

and 1 − 𝑝 = 𝜇+𝑟, we have 𝜎 2 =

𝜇2
𝑟

1

+ 𝜇. Let 𝛼 = 𝑟, then 𝜎 2 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝜇 2 . The variance is a

quadratic function of the mean which coincidence with the relation of the gene
expression dataset. Therefore, the scientists use the negative binomial distribution for the
RNA-seq data.

3.4 Gaussian distribution and t-distribution
The normal distribution, also known as the Gaussian distribution, is a very
common continuous probability distribution. If the random variable X obeys a normal
distribution with a location parameter 𝜇 and a scale parameter σ, the general form of its
probability density function is:
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1

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜎√2𝜋 𝑒 −(𝑥−𝜇)

2 /2𝜎 2

.

For example, certain medical phenomena, such as the height, red blood cell count,
hemoglobin amount of the qualitative population, and random errors in the experiment,
present a Gaussian or approximately Gaussian distribution. The statistical law of
education statistics shows that the intelligence level of students, including learning
ability, practical ability, etc., is normally distributed. Therefore, the distribution of test
scores should basically obey the Gaussian distribution.
The Gaussian distribution has a very important property: under certain conditions,
the distribution of the sum of a large number of statistically independent random
variables tends to the Gaussian distribution, which is the central limit theorem. The
important significance of the central limit theorem is that, based on the conclusion of this
theorem, other probability distributions can be approximated by the Gaussian
distribution.
In probability theory and statistics, the t-distribution is used to estimate the mean
of a population with a Gaussian distribution and unknown variance based on a small
sample. The probability density function of t-distribution is:
𝜈+1
Γ( 2 )
2
−(𝜈+1)/2
𝑓(𝑡) =
𝜈 (1 + 𝑡 /𝜈)
√𝜈𝜋Γ(2)
where 𝜈 is the degree of freedom.
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The t-distribution is the basis of the t-test, which tests the significance of the
difference between the means of two samples. When the population standard deviation is
unknown, the t-test can be used regardless of whether the sample size is large or small.

3.5 Chi-squared test and t-test
Chi-squared test is a non-parametric test method. The principle of Chi-squared
test is: the degree of deviation between the actual observation value and the theoretical
inferred value determines the size of the Chi-squared value. The larger the Chi-squared
value, the greater the degree of deviation and vise versa. If the two values are completely
equal, the chi-square value is 0, indicating that the theoretical value is in complete
agreement.
The t-test, also known as the Student t-test, is a very common test method in
statistical inference. It is used when the statistic follows a Gaussian distribution but the
variance is unknown. The assumption of the t-test is the random variables follow
Gaussian distribution or approximate Gaussian distribution. To meet the Gaussian
distribution requirement, only non-parametric testing methods can be used. However,
when the sample size is greater than 30, the data can be considered to be approximately
normally distributed. The four most common uses of t-tests:
(1)One-sample t-test: It is used to test whether the mean of a single sample with unknown
population variance is equal to the mean of the known population.
(2)Independent two-sample t-test: It is used to test whether the mean of two pairs of
independent normal data or approximately normal samples are equal.
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(3)Dependent t-test for paired samples: It is used to test whether the difference between
the mean of a pair of paired samples is equal to a certain value.
(4)The significance test of regression coefficient: It is used to test whether the
explanatory variables of the regression model have a significant effect on the explained
variables.

3.6 ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD test
ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) [44] is used to test the significance of the
difference between two or more sample means. The purpose is to test whether the mean
of each group is the same. ANOVA assumes that the data is normally distributed. The
ANOVA also assumes the equality of variance, called homoscedasticity. ANOVA also
assumes that the observations are independent of each other.
For the sake of completeness, we'll list the main formulas used for the one-way
ANOVA.
The between-groups variance: 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 = ∑(𝑋̅𝑗 − 𝑋̅)

2

where 𝑋̅𝑗 denotes a group mean; 𝑋̅ is the overall mean.
For 𝑚 groups, the degrees of freedom of between-groups: 𝑑𝑓𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 𝑛 − 𝑚
where n is the total sample size.
The mean squared error of between-groups is just the between-groups variance
divided by the degrees of freedom of between-groups: 𝑀𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 =

𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
𝑑𝑓𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
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The within-groups variance: 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 = ∑(𝑋 − 𝑋̅𝑗 )

2

The degree of freedom of within-groups: 𝑑𝑓𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚 − 1.
The mean squared error of within-groups is just the within-groups variance
divided by the degrees of freedom of within-groups: 𝑀𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 =

𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛
𝑑𝑓𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛

The test statistic, F, is the ratio of the variation in the outcome that is between groups
divided by the amount within groups: 𝐹 =

𝑀𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
𝑀𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛

.

If an ANOVA produces a significant F statistic, which indicates that there are
some differences in the means, it is usually investigated which group pairs have
significantly different means. The post-hoc test can achieve this through a pairwise
comparison test (independent t-test). The number of possible pairwise comparisons is
equal to m(m-1)/2. Due to the increased risk of Type I errors (rejection of the true null
hypothesis), it is recommended to use corrections, such as the Tukey’s HSD (honestly
significant difference) test [45].
Tukey’s HSD test is a multiple comparison technique that tests the null hypothesis
that two means are equal. It should be used when rejecting ANOVA’s omnibus null
hypothesis and the number of levels is greater than 2. Tukey's HSD test, also known as T
multiple comparison methods, is a simultaneous test used to compare all possible
differences between the means. Tukey’s HSD (when the equal sample size in each
group),
𝐻𝑆𝐷 = 𝑞𝐴,𝛼,𝑑𝑓 √𝑀𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 /𝑛
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where, 𝑞𝐴,𝛼,𝑑𝑓 is the critical value of 𝑞 with 𝐴 levels; 𝑑𝑓 is the degrees of freedom of
within-groups; 𝛼 = 0.05; n is the number of participants in a given condition.
𝐻0 : 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 = 0 vs 𝐻1 : 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 ≠ 0
̅̅̅2 | ≥ 𝐻𝑆𝐷, then reject 𝐻_0; otherwise, fail to reject 𝐻0 .
If | ̅̅̅
𝑋1 − 𝑋

4 Methods
4.1

Software packages for detecting DEGs
In this section, the software packages and methods for detecting DEGs in the

single sample RNA-seq dataset are introduced. The software packages we used as
standard are introduced as well.

Simple fold change method (SFC)
The Fold Change method [1] can directly obtain the differential change value
when detecting differentially expressed genes, so it has advantages in the research related
to the absolute value of the differential expression. Fold-change is computed simply as
the ratio of the final value over the initial value. Thus, if the original value is X and the
final value is Y, the fold change is Y/X. For instance, for a data set with an original value
of 20 and a final value of 80, the corresponding fold change is 4, or a three-fold increase.
As another example, a change from 60 to 30 would be a fold change of -0.5, while a
change from 30 to 60 would be a fold change of 2.
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Log2 fold change (LFC) means to take log2 of the fold change, which can narrow
the gap between the values with particularly large and small differences. The DEGs are
the genes whose absolute value of LFC is greater than the threshold.

edgeR package
The edgeR [4] R software package uses empirical Bayesian estimation and
precise tests based on the negative binomial distribution to determine differential genes.
It normalizes the sequencing depth and gene length between the samples using a
weighted trimmed mean of the log expression ratio. Then, assumes the expression data
can be fitted to a negative binomial model: 𝑌 ~ 𝑁𝐵(𝜇, 𝛼), where 𝜇 is the mean and 𝛼 is
the dispersion factor. Hence, the variance 𝜈 has the relationship: 𝜈 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝜇 2 .
To estimate the dispersion factor, edgeR combines a common dispersion across
all the genes. It adjusts the degree of over-dispersion across genes between genes and
uses a precise test similar to Fisher's exact test but adapts to over-dispersed data to assess
the differential expression of each gene.
Although the edgeR was designed for detecting DEGs of the multiple-sample
RNA-seq data, it also can be applied to the single-sample RNA-seq data. When applying
the edgeR to the RNA-seq data without replicates, it is necessary to assume a reasonable
biological coefficient of variation (BCV). The biological coefficient of variation is
defined as the square root of dispersion in the edgeR package. Based on the experience,
the BCV is 0.4 for human data, 0.1 for data on genetically identical model organisms or
0.01 for technical replicates.
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NOISeq package
The NOISeq [7] R software package contains various diagnostic maps to identify
sources of bias in RNA-seq data and apply appropriate standardization procedures in each
case. Despite the existence of standardized methods for specific samples, there may still
be batch effects in the data. These effects can be minimized by appropriate experimental
design or removed by batch calibration methods. Although these methods were
originally developed for microarray data, they have been proven to work well with
standardized RNA-seq data.
NOISeq is a new non-parametric method for identifying differentially expressed
genes from count data, aiming to maintain robustness to the number of available reads.
Essentially, NOISeq creates a zero distribution or noise distribution of count changes by
comparing the fold change difference (M) and absolute expression difference (D) of all
genes in a sample under the same conditions. This reference distribution is then used to
evaluate whether the (M, D) value calculated between the two conditions of a given gene
may be part of the noise or represent a true differential expression. In practice, NOISeq
creates a noise distribution by concatenating the (M, D) values from all possible pairwise
comparisons between repetitions of any condition.
The differential expression statistics in NOISeq are the log-ratio (M) and the
𝑥𝑖

absolute value of difference (D): 𝑀𝑖 = log 2 (𝑥1𝑖 ) and 𝐷𝑖 = |𝑥1𝑖 − 𝑥2𝑖 |, where 𝑥1𝑖 and 𝑥2𝑖 are
2

the expression values of gene i. A gene is considered to be differentially expressed if the
corresponding M and D values are very likely to be higher than noise values.
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The NOISeq is more effective in avoiding false positive detection at the cost of
certain sensitivity.

iDEG package
The iDEG [21] R software package uses the algorithm based on modeling read
counts via a re-parameterized Negative Binomial distribution. It applies the Variance
Stabilizing Transformation for each gene in order to detect the identified DEG set. It is a
method for assessing single-subject gene differential expression.
The iDEG method partitions transcriptome into percentile-based windows using
ranked baseline expression after normalizing unequal library sizes. For each window:
∗
estimate mean expression: 𝜇̂
𝑤 = 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑌𝑔 ) where 𝑌𝑔 is each group’s sample mean.

Then calculate the standard normal summary statistic 𝑍𝑔 :
𝑍𝑔 = ℎ(𝑌𝑔2 ) − ℎ(𝑌𝑔1 ) and 𝑍𝑔 ~ 𝑁 (0,1),

with ℎ(𝑌𝑔𝑑 ) =

1
√𝛿𝑔

1

1

sinh−1 √𝑌𝑔𝑑 𝛿𝑔 + (√(𝛿 − 1 ) sinh−1 √(𝑌𝑔𝑑 + 3/4)/(𝛿 − 3/2),
𝑔

𝑔

where, 𝛿𝑔 is the dispersion.
Finally, use the R package locfdr estimating locfdr(𝑍𝑔 ) , and identify the
differentially expressed genes by comparing locfdr(𝑍𝑔 ) to a pre-specified 𝛼-cutoff value.
The iDEG method was designed to potentially be applied to improve the accuracy
of existing parametric and non-parametric differential expression tools.
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Limma package
The Limma [29] package uses linear models to assess differential expression in
the context of multifactor designed experiments. It is specially designed for analyzing
complex experiments with a variety of experimental conditions and predictors.
The Limma package provides topTable and decideTests functions to summarize
linear model results, perform hypothesis testing, and adjust p-values for multiple testing.
The results include (log2) multiple change, standard error, T statistic and p value. The
basic statistic used for significance analysis is the modified t statistic, which is calculated
for each probe and each comparison. It is the same as the normal t statistics, except that
the standard error is adjusted between genes, for example, using a simple Bayesian model
to scale to the same value. Its role is to borrow information from the gene set to help infer
each gene. The modified t-statistics generate p-values in the same way as the ordinary tstatistics, except that the degrees of freedom are increased, reflecting the greater
reliability associated with smoothing standard errors.
The function topTable provides a summary of the top differential gene and
selected contrast information. The logFC column gives the value of the comparison.
Usually, this represents the log2 multiple change between two or more experimental
conditions, although sometimes it represents a log2 expression level. The AveExpr
column gives the average log2 expression level of the gene in all arrays and channels in
the experiment. The t column is the revised t statistic. The p-value column is the relevant
p-value, and the adj. p-value is the p-value for multiple tests. The most common
adjustment is to use Benjamini and Hochberg’s method to control the false discovery
rate. If the purpose is to control and estimate the false discovery rate, this adjusted value
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is usually called the q value. If all genes whose q value is lower than the threshold of 0.05
are regarded as differentially expressed genes, then the expected rate of false discoveries
in this selected group will be controlled below this threshold. This step is the same as
Benjamini and Hochberg’s method, although the original text does not formulate the
method according to the adjusted p-value.

ACDtool
ACDtool [41] is a fully revamped version of the Audic-Claverie (AC) test [46]
adapted to the diverse and much larger datasets produced by contemporary omics
techniques. The AC test was originally introduced for detecting differentially expressed
genes. ACDtool assumes that a given event will be counted x times in the first
experiment and y times in the second while we study a two sampling experiments. The
probability that these counts were generated from the same Poisson distribution:

𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) =

1 𝑥+𝑦+1
(𝑥+𝑦)!
2

( )

𝑥!𝑦!

.

If the total number of counted events differs in the first (𝑁1 ) and second (𝑁2 )
sample, the probability becomes:

𝑝𝑁1,𝑁2 (𝑦|𝑥) =

𝑁1
(𝑥+𝑦)!
𝑁2
𝑁 𝑥+𝑦+1
𝑥!𝑦!(1+ 1 )
𝑁2

.

Under the null hypothesis that the tag counts are generated from Poisson
distributions with equal means (or proportional to the respective sample sizes), this
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approach returns the probability that the compared samples contain the same proportion
of the event.
ACDtool is a freely accessible web-service proposing three types of analyses: (i)
the pairwise comparison of individual counts, (ii) pairwise comparisons of arbitrary large
lists of counts and (iii) the all-at-once pairwise comparisons of multiple datasets.
Statistical computations are implemented using standard R functions and can
accommodate all practical ranges of counts as generated by modern omics experiments.
ACDtool is well suited for large datasets without replicates.

4.2 Comparison Process
Filtering low expression genes
Low expression genes are not only unused but also interfere with the results:
1. The low expression has no biological significance;
2. Removal of low expression data can have a more accurate estimate of the
mean-variance relationship in the data;
3. Reduce the amount of calculation in downstream analysis of observing
differential expression.
Therefore, we remove genes that do not have enough expression in any sample.
Setting up the standard DEGs
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We use the RNA-seq read counts of each replicate of two samples at the
sequencing site BGI [39] in each lane of each flowcell as the control and experiment
group, respectively. Find the DEGs between these two groups using the Limma method
with the DESeq2 method and set them to be the standard DEGs for comparison,
respectively. Plot the ROC curve [33-34] and find the AUC (area under the ROC curve)
value to compare the performance of different software packages for detecting DEGs.

Filtering low
expression genes

Setting up the standard DEGs

Using the RT-PCR
dataset as the
standard

Using Deseq2 as the
standard method
applying to the
whole gene dataset

Using an experimental
method applying to the
whole gene dataset

Implementing the DEG tools or methods: edgeR, iDEG, SFC, NOISeq and ACD tool
Obtaining the AUCs for each method

Comparative analysis of DEG tools: the effect on the AUCs

Figure 2 Flowchart of the comparison process
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5

Results

5.1 Using RT-PCR as standard
We first use the DEGs from the RT-PCR dataset as the standard. We used Limma
to detect DEGs and these serve as our ground truth. The parameter log fold change
(LFC) acts as the cutoff. We used the cutoff to be 0.585, 1 and 2, respectively.
Randomly choosing two columns from the read counts of samples A and B, we
compare the DEGs detected by Limma with the DEGs from the methods of edgeR,
iDEG, SFC, ACDtool and NOISeq, respectively.
The fold change (FC) is a metric that describes how much a quantity changes
between the original measurement and the subsequent measurement. It is the ratio
between two quantities: B/A. Assuming that the gene expression of A is 1, and the
expression of B is 3, then the expression of B is 3 times that of A.
Fold-change means the difference in the sample expression. Log2 fold change
means to take log2, which can narrow the gap between the values with particularly large
and small differences. We are going to implement our study with different LFCs which
are 1, 0.585 and 2, hence the FCs are 2, 1.5 and 4, respectively.
5.1.1 Comparison between samples A & C with different LFCs
A pair of RNA-seq data was chosen from samples A and C, respectively. Note
that in sample C, the ratio between samples A and B is 75% and 25%. So samples A and
C are close to each other. A closer look at the detections revealed the overlap made using
the Limma method and the other methods with the parameter LFC to be 1(Figure 3).
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3 Overlaps of DEGs detected by Limma and the other methods from the comparison of
samples A & C with LFC=1. (a)Limma and edgeR (b) Limma and iDEG (c)Limma and Simple Fold
Change (d)Limma and NOISeq (e)Limma and ACDtool

We can see from Figure 3 that the edgeR and SFC agree well with Limma,
respectively. The iDEG has the least false discovery rate and the ACDtool detected
almost all of the DEGs detected by Limma although the false discovery rate was high. Z
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(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1

27

(c) LFC=2
Figure 4 The intersections of DEGs with different methods comparing samples A and C using RTPCR as the standard (a) LFC=0.585; (b) LFC=1; (c) LFC=2.

Figure 4 shows that the total numbers of the common DEGs detected by all of
these five methods are 43, 41 and 32 correspondings to LFC to be 0.585, 1 and 2,
respectively. They decrease with the increase of the parameter of log2 fold change which
is reasonable because the DEGs decrease with the increase of the cutoff in general. But
the four methods: simple fold change, Limma, edgeR and NOISeq share 30, 28 and 26 of
common DEGs which indicates that these four methods have a good agreement when
applying to this data set. Specifically, the DEGs detected by the iDEG method are all
detected by the edgeR method or the simple fold change method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 5 The AUC comparing samples A and C with different methods using RT-PCR as the
standard (a) AUC curves for LFC=0.858; (b) Boxplots of AUCs for LFC=0.858; (c) AUC curves for
LFC=1; (d) Boxplots of AUCs for LFC=1; (e) AUC curves for LFC=2; (f) Boxplots of AUCs for LFC=2.
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In Figure 5a, 5c and 5e, the x-axis represents the counted number of the
comparison between samples A and B using Limma as the standard method. The y-axis
represents the AUCs of each comparison. The black line corresponds to the AUCs using
the iDEG method; the red line corresponds to the edgeR method; the brown line
corresponds to the NOISeq method; the blue line corresponds to simple fold change and
the green line corresponds to the ACDtool method. We can see from Figure 4 that the
AUCs using the edgeR and simple fold change methods are closer to 1 than the other
three methods, and hence they are much more reliable than the other methods in terms of
comparing the AUC. The AUCs obtained from the iDEG method are less than the other
four methods and vary more and more dramatically with the increasing of the parameter
log2 fold change.
After applying the ANOVA, the p-value (the p-value is the area to the right of the
F statistic) is less than 0.05 and we reject the null hypothesis, which means that there are
differences between the methods. Then, we apply Tukey’s HSD test, and the results are
shown in Figure 6. We know that all of the methods are significantly different in all of
the three cases (LFC=0.585, LFC=1 and LFC=2), except that the NOISeq and ACDtool
methods are not significantly different in case LFC=2 since the 95% confidence interval
contains 0.
From Figure 5, we know that the ranges of AUC obtained by iDEG are larger than
the other four methods for all of the three cases. And the range becomes larger with the
increase of LFC. We conclude that the iDEG method is not stable comparing to the other
methods in terms of the ROC curve.

30

(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1

31

(c) LFC=2
Figure 6 Tukey’s HSD test for the methods comparing samples A & C using RT-PCR as the standard

Figure 6 shows that all of the methods are significantly different for all of the
three cases in terms of the AUC.

5.1.2 Comparison between samples A & B with different LFCs
Note that sample A was derived from Agilent’s Universal Human Reference RNA
(UHRR) and sample B was obtained from Life Technologies’ Human Brain Reference
RNA(HBRR), while a small amount of Ambion ERCC RNA Spike-in Mix was added
into both samples. So samples A and B are far away from each other and the number of
DEGs detected should be more than that of samples A and C.
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(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1

33

(c) LFC=2
Figure 7 The intersections of DEGs with different methods comparing samples A and B using RTPCR as the standard (a) LFC=0.585; (b) LFC=1; (c) LFC=2.

Figure 7 shows that the total numbers of the common DEGs detected by all of
these five methods are 124, 124 and 122 correspondings to LFC to be 0.585, 1 and 2,
respectively. They do not vary much in terms of the parameter of log2 fold change. But
the four methods: simple fold change, Limma, edgeR and NOISeq, share a large number
of common DEGs. This indicates that these four methods have a good agreement when
applying to this data set. Specifically, the DEGs detected by the iDEG method are all
detected by the edgeR method or the simple fold change method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8 The AUC comparing samples A and B with different methods using RT-PCR as the
standard (a) Boxplots of AUCs for LFC=0.858; (b) Boxplots of AUCs for LFC=1; (c) Boxplots of AUCs
for LFC=2.

We can see from Figure 8 that the AUCs using the edgeR and simple fold change
methods are closer to 1 than the other three methods, and hence they are much more
reliable than the other methods in terms of comparing the AUC. The AUCs obtained
from the iDEG method are much less than the other four methods and vary more and
more dramatically with the increasing of the parameter log2 fold change.
After applying the ANOVA, the p-value (the p-value is the area to the right of the
F statistic) is less than 0.05 and we reject the null hypothesis, which means that there are
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differences between the methods. Then, we apply Tukey’s HSD test, and the results are
shown in Figure 9. We know that all of the methods are significantly different in all of
the three cases (LFC=0.585, LFC=1 and LFC=2), except that the NOISeq and ACDtool
methods are not significantly different in case LFC=2 since the 95% confidence interval
contains 0.

(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1
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(c) LFC=2
Figure 9 Tukey’s HSD test for the methods comparing samples A & B using RT-PCR as the standard
“e” stands for EdgeR; “i" for iDEG; “A” for ACDtool; “S” for simple fold change; “N” for NOISeq.

5.1.3 Comparison between samples A & D with different LFCs

(a) LFC=0.585
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(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 10 The intersections of DEGs with different methods comparing samples A and D using RTPCR as the standard (a) LFC=0.585; (b) LFC=1; (c) LFC=2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 11 The boxplots of AUCs comparing samples A and D with different methods using RT-PCR
as the standard

(a) LFC=0.585
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(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 12 Tukey’s HSD test for the methods comparing samples A & D using RT-PCR as the
standard

Figure 12 shows that all of the methods are significantly different for all of the
three cases in terms of the AUC, except that simple fold change and edgeR are not
significantly different for case LFC to be 1.
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5.1.4 Comparison between samples B & C with different LFCs

(a) LFC=0.585

41
(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 13 The intersections of DEGs with different methods comparing samples B and C using RTPCR as the standard (a) LFC=0.585; (b) LFC=1; (c) LFC=2.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 14 The boxplots of AUCs comparing samples B and C with different methods using RT-PCR
as the standard

(a) LFC=0.585
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(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 15 Tukey’s HSD test for the methods comparing samples B & C using RT-PCR as the
standard

For the case LFC to be 2, the NOISeq method and the ACDtool method are not
significantly different. Otherwise, all of the methods are significantly different for all the
cases.
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5.1.5 Comparison between samples B & D with different LFC

(a) LFC=0.585

45
(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 16 The intersections of DEGs with different methods comparing samples B and D using RTPCR as the standard (a) LFC=0.585; (b) LFC=1; (c) LFC=2.

(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1
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(c) LFC=2
Figure 17 The boxplots of AUCs comparing samples B and D with different methods using RT-PCR
as the standard

Although the ranges of AUC obtained from the iDEG method are large in all of
our computations. In Figure 17c, it seems that this range is even large for comparison
between samples B and D in case LFC to be 2. Notice that in sample D, there is 75% of
the volume from sample B and 25% of the volume from sample A. The iDEG method is
much more unstable for comparing two samples that are close to each other with the
parameter LFC to be 2.

(a) LFC=0.585
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(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 18 Tukey’s HSD test for the methods comparing samples B & D using RT-PCR as the
standard

It is interesting that we cannot claim that some methods are significantly different
by implementing Tukey’s HSD test when comparing samples B and D. The edgeR
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method and the ACDtool method are not significantly different for the scenario when
LFC is 0,585. The NOISeq method and the ACDtool method are not significantly
different for the LFC to be 1 and 2. The iDEG method is not significantly different from
the ACDtool method and the NOISeq method when the LFC is 1.

5.1.6 Comparison between samples C & D with different LFC

(a) LFC=0.585
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(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
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Figure 19 The intersections of DEGs with different methods comparing samples C and D using RTPCR as the standard (a) LFC=0.585; (b) LFC=1; (c) LFC=2.

(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1

(c) LFC=2
Figure 20 The boxplots of AUCs comparing samples C and D with different methods using RT-PCR
as the standard

In sample C, the ratio between samples A and B is 75% and 25%, while this ratio
is 25% and 75% in sample D. We can see from Figure 20c that most of the methods are
not stable when the parameter LFC is 2. We conclude that when the samples are much
more different from each other, the cutoff parameter cannot be too large when applying
the methods for detecting the DEG.
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(a) LFC=0.585

(b) LFC=1
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(c) LFC=2
Figure 21 Tukey’s HSD test for the methods comparing samples C & D using RT-PCR as the
standard

From Figure 21, we know that all of the methods are significantly different except
that the iDEG method is not significantly different from the edgeR method and the
NOISeq method when the LFC is 2.

5.1.7 Summary
According to Table 2, we list the true positive rates and the false positive rates in
Table 3.
True positive rate (TPR) or sensitivity: TPR= True Positive / Actual Positive
False positive rate (FPR): FPR= False Positive / Actual Negative
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Table 3 Sensitivity with PCR as the standard
Sensitivity

Samples A and B

Samples A and C

LFC=0.585

LFC=1

LFC=2

LFC=0.585

LFC=1

LFC=2

edgeR

0.92

0.93

0.91

0.75

0.83

0.86

iDEG

0.19

0.23

0.33

0.25

0.32

0.36

SFC

0.88

0.85

0.82

0.75

0.78

0.69

NOISeq

0.69

0.76

0.79

0.38

0.49

0.58

ACDtool

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.98

Table 4 Specificity with PCR as the standard
Specificity

Samples A and B

Samples A and C

LFC=0.585

LFC=1

LFC=2

LFC=0.585

LFC=1

LFC=2

edgeR

0.76

0.84

0.93

0.92

0.97

0.99

iDEG

0.99

0.99

0.99

1.00

0.996

0.99

SFC

0.77

0.88

0.96

0.93

0.98

1.00

NOISeq

0.91

0.86

0.72

0.996

0.99

0.98

ACDtool

0.43

0.42

0.43

0.22

0.25

0.32

A method that detects the DEGs with both high sensitity and high specificity is
an ideal method. From Table 3 and Table 4, we can see that the edgeR has a high
sensitivity and the second high specificity. The iDEG has the highest specificity but the
lowest sensitivity. The SFC has a high sensitivity and high specificity, almost the same as
the edgeR. The NOISeq has a high specificity but has a low sensitivity too. The ACDtool
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has the highest sensitivity and the lowest specificity as well. Based on this analysis, we
conclude that the edgeR and SFC methods perform well applying to this dataset.

5.2 Using DEGs from DESeq2 as standard
In section 5.1, we used Limma applied to the RT-PCR RNA-seq data which is
only a small part of the whole gene. In this section, we use the DEGs detected from the
DESeq2 method applying to the whole gene dataset as the standard, comparing with the
DEGs detected by iDEG, edgeR, NOISeq and simple fold change methods.

Figure 22 The AUC comparing samples A and B by different methods with Deseq2 as the standard

Figure 23 The Tukey test of AUCs comparing samples A and B with Deseq2 as the standard
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From Figure 22, we can see that the simple fold change method performs the best
in these methods since it gives the AUCs much closer to 1 for comparing samples A and
B. The iDEG method does not perform well. The p-value is less than 0.05 after the
ANOVA analysis on the AUCS, then we perform Tukey’s HSD test. All of the methods
are significantly different since all of the confidence intervals do not contain 0 (Figure
23).

Figure 24 The AUC comparing samples A and C by different methods with Deseq2 as the standard

Figure 25 The Tukey test of AUCs comparing samples A and C with Deseq2 as the standard
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Figures 24 and 25 show that the edgeR method ad the SFC method give AUCs
much closer to 1for comparing samples A and C. All of the methods are significantly
different since the confidence interval does not contain 0.

Figure 26 The AUC comparing samples A and D by different methods with Deseq2 as the standard

Figure 27 The Tukey test of AUCs comparing samples A and D with Deseq2 as the standard
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Figure 28 The AUC comparing samples B and C by different methods with Deseq2 as the standard

Figure 29 The Tukey test of AUCs comparing samples B and C with Deseq2 as the standard

From Figure 26 to 29, we also obtain the same conclusion: the edgeR and simple fold
change methods perform better than the other methods when comparing samples A and
D, B and C. All of the methods are significantly different from each other.
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Figure 30 The AUC comparing samples B and D by different methods with Deseq2 as the standard

Figure 31 The Tukey test of AUCs comparing samples B and D with Deseq2 as the standard

Figures 30 and 31 show the results for comparing samples B and D, noting that sample D
was mixed by 25% of sample A and 75% of sample B. The results are interesting since
the iDEG method does not perform well and the range of AUCs is large which means that
this method is not stable. Also, we refuse the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference between the simple fold change method and the edgeR method.
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Figure 32 The AUC comparing samples C and D by different methods with Deseq2 as the standard

Figure 33 The Tukey test of AUCs comparing samples C and D with Deseq2 as the standard

From the above computation results, we claim that the edgeR method and the
simple fold change method have the best performance and the iDEG method has the
worst performance in terms of AUC. The ranges of AUC are large when using the iDEG
method, which implies that the iDEG method is not stable.
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Table 5 Sensitivity with DESeq2 as the standard
Sensitivity

Samples A and B

Samples A and C

LFC=1

LFC=2

LFC=1

LFC=2

edgeR

0.81

0.80

0.74

0.77

iDEG

0.07

0.12

0.24

0.25

SFC

0.81

0.68

0.69

0.58

NOISeq

0.55

0.57

0.35

0.41

ACDtool

0.83

0.80

0.82

0.84

Table 6 Specificity with DESeq2 as the standard
Specificity

Samples A and B

Samples A and C

LFC=1

LFC=2

LFC=1

LFC=2

edgeR

0.82

0.94

0.95

0.99

iDEG

1

1.00

0.99

0.98

SFC

0.95

0.99

0.98

1.00

NOISeq

0.86

0.73

1.00

0.98

ACDtool

0.34

0.42

0.27

0.37

Table 5 gives us that the ACDtool has the highest sensitity. Then it followes the
edgeR, SFC, NOISeq and iDEG orderly. Table 6 tells us that the iDEG, SFC, edgeR,
NOISeq and ACDtool have the specificity from the highest to the lowest in order. Based
on the values of sensitivity and specificity, we conclude that the edgeR and SFC methods
perform well applying to this dataset with the standard DEGs to be detected by the
DESeq2 method applying to the whole gene set.
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5.3

Using an experimental method to compare FPRs
Construct artificial two-group comparisons by randomly sampling without

replacement two subsets of samples from a single sample group 10 times for each sample
group. It is expected that no significant detections should be made in such mock
comparisons.
To assess how the different software packages can control false positive rates
(FPRs), utilizing the multiple replicates within the sample groups by constructing
artificial two-group comparisons.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 34 FPR of the experimental results on samples A,B,C and D, respectively (a) FPR for
experimenting on sample A (b) FPR for experimenting on sample B (c) FPR for experimenting on
sample C (d) FPR for experimenting on sample D

From Figure 34, we can see that the iDEG method almost has the least FPR which
indicates it gives more accurate results. The edgeR creates the largest FPR but it is still
less than 0.3%. We claim that all of the methods are accurate enough for detecting the
DEGs with the experiment we performed on this dataset.

6

Conclusions
We used the data set in the SEQC project [27] to implement our study. Limma

[29] was applied to the RT-PCR data in order to get the standard DEGs. The core
component of the Limma package is the ability to fit a gene-based linear model to gene
expression data to evaluate a differential expression. The basic idea is to simultaneously
estimate the log ratio between two or more target RNA samples. Each analysis starts with
a matrix of expression levels, probes/genes/exons in the rows, and different samples in
the columns (biological/technical replicates). Linear modeling is performed in a row
mode, and the regression coefficients and standard errors are directly estimated for the
comparison of interest or through comparison. Obtain the test statistics of gene
sequencing, which can be further summarized at the gene set level for gene
marker/pathway level sequencing. The flexibility of the linear modeling method allows
almost any experimental design to be handled.
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With the standard DEGs obtained by Limma, we compared several methods for
detecting single-sample DEGs: simple fold change (SFC), edgeR, NOISeq, iDEG and
ACDtool.
Fold-change is computed simply as the ratio of the differences between the final
value and the original value over the initial value. The SFC method can directly obtain
the differential change value when detecting differentially expressed genes, so it has
advantages in the research related to the absolute value of a differential expression. Log2
fold change (LFC) means to take log2 of the fold-change, which can narrow the gap
between the values with particularly large and small differences. The edgeR package uses
empirical Bayesian estimation and precise tests based on the negative binomial
distribution to determine differential genes. It adjusts the degree of over-dispersion across
genes between genes and uses a precise test similar to Fisher's exact test but adapts to
over-dispersed data to assess the differential expression of each gene. The NOISeq
software package contains various diagnostic maps to identify sources of bias in RNAseq data and apply appropriate standardization procedures in each case. The NOISeq is
more effective in avoiding false positive detection at the cost of certain sensitivity. The
iDEG software package uses the algorithm based on modeling read counts via a reparameterized Negative Binomial distribution. It applies the Variance Stabilizing
Transformation for each gene in order to detect the identified DEG set. It is a method for
assessing single-subject gene differential expression. Under the null hypothesis that the
tag counts are generated from Poisson distributions with equal means (or proportional to
the respective sample sizes), the ACDtool returns the probability that the compared
samples contain the same proportion of the event.
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By using the RT-PCR as the standard, we found that the edgeR had the high
sensitivity. The iDEG had the lowest false positive rate but the sensitivity was low too.
The SFC had a high sensitivity almost the same as the edgeR. The NOISeq had low false
positive rate but had low true positive too. The ACDtool had the highest sensitivity and
the highest false positive rate as well. The edgeR method is an optimal method that has a
better tradeoff.
Although RT-PCR RNA-seq data is much more accurate, it is very expensive to
obtain the RT-PCR data. We then applied the DESeq2 to the whole gene and use the
detected DEGs as the standard. We compared the areas under the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves. The edgeR method and simple fold change method have the
highest AUC which indicates that these methods are the most reliable.
We also compared the false positive rate by constructing the artificial single
sample group. The iDEG method obtained the lowest false positive rates with sacrificing
the sensitivity. The other methods also obtained low FPRs which are no more than 0.3%.
We concluded that the methods we compared have almost the same FDR, but the edgeR
method is the most reliable and efficient method among these methods. Although the
edgeR method is not designed for detecting DEGs of single-sample, it still performs well
on single-sample scenarios.
We focused on the data set in the SEQC project to study the different performance
of the DEGs detecting methods. Nonetheless, it is also important to study the clinical data
sets, such as the TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas), in order to provide treatment
suggestions for the health care providers. This is one of our research topics in future
studies. Different methods have different performances under different circumstances.
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Some researchers consider detecting the DEGs using the overlaps of different methods,
such as NOISeq, Limma and DESeq2. This is a potential study direction for offset the
different performance of the DEG detecting methods.
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